
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS NO DISSERTATION

6 days ago Finish your doctoral program faster without a Dissertation! Explore 50+ doctorate degrees online with no
dissertation requirement: DBA, EdD.

At least one Doctor of Philosophy program had to be available percent online. Completing the coursework in
that period of time would require a full-time, year-round commitment. Excluding online doctoral programs for
occupational therapists, physical therapists, pharmacists etc. While still somewhat rare, there are an increasing
number of select universities that offer 1 year online doctoral programs. This degree offers students
doctoral-level work without a dissertation requirement. Some websites inaccurately claimed that EdD
programs typically don't have a dissertation, but they typically do. It's 18 months. In the end, what matters is
what works for you as a student, and for your career goals. Even if you knock off two years for having a
master's degree, that's still six years. Yet, they do exist. Online formats make it easier to attend class from far
away without having to relocate â€” a major expense and headache not everyone can take on. There are
roadblocks to achieving a PhD, though, and most of them are, quite simply, real life â€” time, money, work
responsibilities, family obligations. I'm assuming that the applied project in ASU's DBH program isn't that
involved if they expect full-time students to finish in 18 months, but the program is expensive. Each
prospective school had to be approved by one of six regional accrediting bodies. The point is to find a quicker
path to the degree at least for me, given I'd be retirement age before I could complete a traditional Ph. While
the website isn't clear regarding the duration of the project, it sounds like a dissertation. Higher education is
always changing, even if it happens slowly, and what seems new and strange today, will be traditional one
day. PhD Programs Without Dissertation There are many benefits to getting a PhD: a wider and richer scope
of job opportunities in academia; higher salaries; prestige and success; and expertise in your field. Their
profiles say that they attended ASU for years. Many lifelong learners hold more than one doctoral degree.
Research programs carefully, and email their admissions departments to ask about their accelerated PhD
programs.


